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If the opportunity is taken to examine many healthy fundi, it will be
seen how much variation there can be in the disc within norrnal limits.
fig. 29.—Normal optic disc. A and B
indicate vessels which must be examined
in cases of papilloederna. (This and ihe
following illustrations from the Author's
Ophthalmology in General Practice)
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The normal disc-edge can be
seen clearly in its whole circum-
ference, but it is usuallv more
defined on its temporal half
because there are fewer nerve-
fibres passing across this side.
For the same reason, the nasal
half of the disc is less distinct.
There is usually a depression
occupying the centre and tem-
poral part of the disc — the
Physio- physiological cup — and emerg-
ing from the nasal side of this
depression are the retinal vessels
(see Fig. 29).
The retinal vessels pass over
the edge of the disc without any
kinking, and if at this point a
vessel is focused with the highest
plus-lens in the sight hole, then any other vessel or branch within a disc
diameter of the edge running in the same direction will be in focus with
the same plus-lens, and both will be out of focus with a higher plus-lens.
This observation is important because a higher reading for the vessel on
the disc-edge would indicate some swelling of the disc; and if it were
supplemented by blurring of the disc margin, increased size and tortu-
osity of the vessels, filling up of the physiological cup, and perhaps some
scattered haemorrhages, a diagnosis of papilloederna might be made. In
atrophy the disc is pale. In primary atrophy the margin is clear, the
physiological cup obvious, and the vessels normal. In secondary atrophy
the disc margin is blurred, the physiological cup is filled in, and the
vessels are narrow. Chronic glaucoma produces a very pale disc with the
added feature of deep cupping or excavation. In this event the vessels

